Date in Foster Home

03/15/2018

Hound Information

Registered Name

Rio Hard Drive

Call Name

Rio

Date of Birth

10/12/2014

Gender

Male

Color

Brindle

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

8/1/2018

Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Usually a stern No or Knock it off will do the trick

Small Dog Safe

Not Sure

Cat Safe

No

Good With Young Children

Correctable

Comments (Young Children)

Rio tends to be good with children that are well mannered around dogs...

Turn Out Routine

right now with being summer...I let the hounds out more often...drinking more water = more potty
times

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

trash is in a closet

Stairs

He knows how to do stairs...but does not have to do them in his current foster home

Floors

does well on any surface

Counters

has not tried counter surfing..

When is the hound crated?

●

8 Hour Work Day

How does the hound handle being crated?

I work 10.5 hour shifts...Rio is crated while I am at work. He goes in the crate well either by telling
him or getting a treat he is left out of the crate the rest o f the day

What does the hound enjoy?

Rio Loves playing out in the back yard with a soccer ball. He squeals and barks while running
around after the ball...he is fun to watch

Does the hound have any fears?

none that I know of

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

I would say Rio is more outgoing/confident dog

How does the hound handle new situations?

very well. We have gone to different meet/greets since I have had him and has always been well
behaved..

What type of food are you currently using?

Diamond Naterals

Amount of AM feeding

0730

Amount of PM feeding

400

